Toyota 2005 4runner

Make Model Year. Price and Payment. Vehicle History. Engine and Drivetrain. Vehicle Listing
Details. This sharp looking vehicle has Black paint with Dark Charcoal interior. Make short drive
to Ripley MS and save big on your next vehicle purchase! These vehicles have not been
checked out or serviced at our facility. They are in the same condition just as they were traded
in or sold to us. Most of our As-Is Cash Only vehicles are in good overall condition but because
of age and mileage may have some mechanical or cosmetic issues such as warning lights, body
damage, drivetrain issues, etc. Don't miss out, our As-Is Cash Only vehicles sell quickly! A free
Carfax History Report is provided on every vehicle we stock. Closed Sunday. Closed Monday.
The Hubler Auto Group can claim the title for selling more G. Please confirm the accuracy of the
included equipment by calling us prior to purchase. Pricing based on best incentive scenario.
See associate for details. It is equipped with a 5 Speed Automatic transmission. It is offered
As-Is, extended warranty is available. We are excited to offer this Toyota 4Runner. If you're in
the market for an incredible SUV -- and value on-the-road comfort and manners more than
ultimate off-road prowess or tow capacity -- you'll definitely want to check out this Toyota
4Runner SR5. The quintessential Toyota -- This Toyota 4Runner SR5 speaks volumes about its
owner, about uncompromising individuality, a passion for driving and standards far above the
ordinary. Based on the superb condition of this vehicle, along with the options and color, this
Toyota 4Runner SR5 is sure to sell fast. We look forward to seeing you soon! Please call us for
more information. Odometer is miles below market average! Please call to confirm it is still
available! If you are from Knoxville or around the areas of Morristown, Johnson City, Cleveland,
and Cookeville, TN, and you need a car for a good price, our floor is open for you to peruse.
Horsepower calculations based on trim engine configuration. Home delivery available! At ASM
we take pride in offering a great selection of quality pre-owned vehicles from practical family
sedans and SUV's to the Classic Muscle Cars of yesteryear, modern day Luxury vehicles and
Exotics. Our Valued Customer. It is equipped with a Automatic transmission. It is covered by a
limited warranty. Recent Arrival! You can also call us at Quebedeaux Buick GMC has been open
and serving our community for over 60 years and we stand behind our service to our customers
and our community. A senior staff with decades of experience to ensure we find the perfect
vehicle to fit your needs. With over a decade of experience providing customers with awesome
deals on great vehicles, the Team at Georgia Import Auto continues to perform everyday based
on the simple, solid, and sensible fundamentals of selling good vehicles to good people in a
respectful and transparent manner. High resolution pictures and more inventory can be found
on our website Personal Funds prices are listed. Popular searches. My notifications My
Account. Save Search. Enter your ZIP code to show only relevant vehicles for sale nearby.
Search radius. Home delivery available. Only show local listings. Year s. Price and Payment
Loan Price. Engine and Drivetrain Transmission Automatic 3, Manual 1. Engine Type Gas 3,
Cylinders 6 cylinders 3, 8 cylinders Fuel Economy. Vehicle Listing Details Listings with recent
price drops. Recently added listings. Are You Getting a Good Deal? No accidents. Know The
Deal. Not provided. Price Drop. Showing 1 - 18 out of 3, listings. Overall Consumer Rating. This
is my second Gen4, the two gripes you'll hear from me are: FIRST, Sunroofs in Gen4s take
valuable head room, I'm 6'1 and I couldn't ride over bumps without hitting my head, if I stretched
my head would touch. The only thing I dislike about my sunroof LESS 4runner is the rear seats
don't recline in the 05's which they do at the refresh Read more. Read less. Sign Up.
Coronavirus update: New contactless services to help keep you safe. I will definitely
recommend them to my family and friends. Car was sold previously, web site not accurately
reflecting vehicles on the lot. Salesman was polite. Country Auto Sales is a modest car dealer
with a very good car selection. The owner David; treated my friend I like a friend and not just a
costomer. He explained all and every detail of the buying prosses and made us feel at home.
The Hyundai we bought is in great condition with low mileage and at an excellent price. Thank
you very much David. They responded quick to my inquiry. Unfortunately I waited too long and
some purchased the car. Dealer responded. Price was more than I wanted to pay. Then the car
was gone. No problems. Was prompt. Salesman Tim told me I was approved for a the car and I
told him I would be there the following day. I drove 2 hours only to be told the car was sold the
day before. Sales rep a little pushy and truck had smoke coming out of exhaust. Did not seem
normal to me. First I'd like to say Dacula Automotive associates were very helpful, positive
attitudes, and they had great personalities. Hopefully my truck continues to make me smile!
Brian is the best car sales man i. Ever met. He going to make every reasonable attempt to get
you in a vehicle. I wasmt expecting to get the truck until monday. He said no come get today
and bring check back monday. That earned my business for life. They are very nice and has no
big attitudes like other dealers. I have bought several vehicles from them. Always honest,
upfront and sell vehicles at fair price. I am never disappointed. Their paperwork fees is
reasonable as compare to the other dealers, who are charging way higher paperwork fees.

Ending up buying the vehicle after negotiating. Experience was positive overall. This was a low
mileage, one owner Honda. Good people. Let us text drive car. Was willing to fix doors on car
but we ended up choosing another car. Will be back later to look for another car with them. The
Team at Manic emailed and texted back quickly. They were pretty helpful during the test drive.
They listened to my concerns. Manic Motors reponded to my call and the questions I had
regarding a car they were selling. I was very satisfied with the response and I bought the car.
This team over there sounds to be so awesome been eyeing this Cadillac for a month or so now
haven't been able to get up to Brentwood, they offered to pay my Uber and take it off the bill I'll
be up there tomorrow morning which is Monday January 4. Super excited hope it all works out.
Very nice customer service. They let me test drive the car with just a copy of my drivers license.
Although we did not purchase the car they were very nice and helpful. It seemed like there were
a lot of people buying cars that day. I inquired about the fact the vehicle showed had an
accident on records. But seller did respond back very quickly, but they could not provide any
specifics about it. So I decided to keep looking. The Toyota 4Runner continues the success of
the and models. The base engine remains a 4. Drivers of this SUV really seem to love it. They
cite a quiet yet powerful engine, and off-road capabilities not truly found in SUV's as bonuses.
Complaining about the fuel efficiency has quieted, as Toyota works to make its engines more
and more efficient, reaching nearly 21 mpg on the highway. We'll help you find great deals
among the millions of vehicles available nationwide on CarGurus, and we'll provide you with
dealer reviews and vehicle history for each one. After all, over 30 million shoppers use
CarGurus to find great deals on used cars and new cars in their area. And when it's time to get
rid of your old ride, sell your car simply and securely on CarGurus. Once you're ready to narrow
down your search results, go ahead and filter by price, mileage, transmission, trim, days on lot,
drivetrain, color, engine, options, and deal ratings. And if you only want to see cars with a
single owner, recent price drops, photos, or available financing , our filters can help with that
too. All Years to All Years. Radius 10 mi 25 mi 50 mi 75 mi mi mi mi mi Nationwide. Find Toyota
4Runner listings in your area Search Coronavirus update: New contactless services to help
keep you safe. Best deals first. CarGurus User. Authorized Toyota Dealer. Read more. Why Use
CarGurus? Reliability indicates how models have performed in the past, providing the basis for
predicting how the vehicles will hold up in the year ahead. These charts provide the most
comprehensive reliability information available to consumers. Based on information received
from our latest subscriber survey, our reliability history charts give you a rundown on how used
vehicles are holding up in 17 potential trouble spots, ranging from the engine, transmission,
and brakes to power equipment and the electrical system. Learn more about car Reliability. The
Reliability score is based on our latest subscriber survey of Toyota 4Runner owners. The owner
comments describe problems respondents experienced with this vehicle. Antilock system ABS ,
parking brake, master cylinder, calipers, rotors, pulsation or vibration, squeaking, brake failure
or wear. Replacement part more expensive than conventional calipers due to a 4-piston design".
I am now on my second set of aftermarket calipers in 30, miles". My mechanic stoo". It was a
rotting heat shield which they said was okay to just remove. Then they said the front disc
brakes needed replacing and in replacing them they said the caliper "froze" on one side and it".
This is common and well documented on the Internet in areas that use road salt in the winter,
Toyota refuses to address the problem". This has happened on 4 calipers in the last , miles. A
significant design flaw". The calipers were approximately 5 years old as they had been
previously replaced. This is the third time for a 4Runner with k km. One side was worn. The
other was not. Then I could not depress the piston. Replaced the calipers". BUT, it was due for
break pads". Brought the vehicle to a dealership and they ended up replacing the front-end
including 2 new wheel bearings, 2 rotors with calipers and fresh brake pads. This resolved all
issues in the front-end. Only bothersome issue. Mainly back brakes. I brought it to a dealership
and after diagnosing the problem, it was recommended I replace the front brakes, both rotors
and calipers and both front wheel bearings. Once that was completed, it eliminated ALL of those
issues. Second set of aftermarket rotors had to be replaced due to premature failure of
aftermarket calipers". Returned home to find out the 4 piston calipers were sticking and not
releasing the pads. Both front calipers replaced. It's always the same thing. Right rear. Shocks
or struts, ball joints, tie rods, wheel bearings, alignment, steering linkage includes rack and
pinion , power steering pumps and hoses, leaks , wheel balance, springs or torsion bars,
bushings, electronic or air suspension. We've taken this 4Runner to Mexico and London so lots
of roughy road, from! Had it replaced, no problems since". When I brake the steering locks and I
cannot steer, which means I have to go straight, and that means right off the road and down the
mountain many feet about 50 feet or more. Heard bad noises, drove to the mechanic, and it was
fixed that day. Pump had to be replaced to be replaced. Down time was 3 days". It is difficult,
expensive and needless to repair. Most of us, me included, abandon this system due to cost

and it being a useless "technology" add to a great ve". All 4 had to be replaced. Pavement
driving only. No 4-wheeling. Toyota paid half the cost due to premature failure". Only had this
happen once and was resolved, just expensive repair. I didn't know this until I happened to
check underneath and saw the leaking. Only one in the front, however they need to be replaced
as a pair, so changed them both out. One shock in the rear was leaking, driver side, replaced
that as well. The vehicle is a Limited model so it had a hydraulic suspension. Because the frame
is the same on all these vehicles, I had my shop replace the suspension with standard parts
shocks, struts, etc. The vehicle rides a little rougher but not bad. Replaced part at dealer and is
good again. This caused suspension to separate from frame resulting in loss of control. Vehicle
declared inoperable with perfect body, interior and only 76, miles. Toyota has recalled 3 similar
models and model years for this exact problem but refuses to acknowledge issue with
4Runners. I have photos of corrosion and failure points. Can you help me and others
experiencing this severe safety problem? Midas replaced the ends when Toyota dealer couldn't
find the noise". Something to warn others about". Alternator, starter, hybrid battery and related
systems, regular battery, battery cables, engine harness, coil, ignition switch, electronic
ignition, distributor or rotor failure, spark plugs and wires failure. Not a fuse issue". Removing
and changing burned out bulbs is very difficult. Also, getting the new, replacement bulbs to
connect into the socket is extremely difficult due to the aforementioned corrosion. However,
there was significant corrosion within the bulb sockets that caused great difficulty with bulb
removal. One of the sockets was ruined and had to be replaced. We live in Georgia so road salt
contamination is NOT an issue contributing to the corrosion". I had the same problem with my
Rav4". Had them fixed but 6 months later they are out again". I replaced this once already but
the replacement light part is now not working either". Too costly to fix. Recently, after an oil
change, the Maintenance light came on and stayed on. I hardly ever use it, but when I tried to
use it, it wouldn't move at all. I asked about how much it would be to fix it, and I don't remember
the exact amount, but it was in the hundreds of dollars". I drive it just the same and roll down
the windows. Not looking forward to the summer months". Replaced compressor; problem
solved. Took to dealer who recharged the system. In 30 days it stopped cooling again. Returned
to the dealer who said the compressor and evaporator had to be replaced. Even though this
vehicle is 15 years old the costs to repair seemed excessive. Entire dash had to be removed to
replace the evaporator. VERY expensive repair". We injected the dye and determined that the
evaporator needs replaced which is an expensive repair for an old vehicle. Right now my
strategy is just to recharge the air conditioning every 4 to 6 months until it gets worse". The
dashboard had to be removed and replaced because of this. Both problems related. I had it
replaced, along with the heater core, as this is a major disassembly operation. Toyota Shop did
not properly affix hoses". Had to replace". After the repair, the AC unit is functioning correctly.
This will probably end my ownership of this car I love. Took it to a mechanic and he charged the
system using a dye. After driving the 4Runner for 2 weeks, I took the vehicle back to the
mechanic and he could not see where the dye had leaked". Paint fading, chalking, cracking, or
peeling , loose interior and exterior trim or moldings, rust. The paint over wheel wells are fading
bad". The car color is Anthracite Grey". I had a complete paint job done because they could not
match original color. The top of the exterior mirrors paint has lost most of its color". I am trying
fix the problem now". All this leads to excessive rust on the vehicles. My vehicle is very good
mechanically, but rusting due to city unwillingness to pay attention to people driving on the
roads. The frame is exhibiting sections that indicate sections may flake off". Hard to pass
annual inspections". This happened 3 years. It did not keep the vehicle from being used until it
was due for emissions inspection. It is a known problem with Toyota 4Runners and Tundras
equipped with the 4,7 liter engine. The repair was done by an independent mechanic. Toyota
extended the Tundra warranty but would not on the 4Runner. This was a glaring exception to a
reliable record. Apparently, this is an ongoing problem with 4Runners with a V-8 engine". Car is
operational and have not had repair done. Same engine in Tundra got warranty enhancement
but not 4Runner. As result of computer indicators of failure, a few of my warning lights e. Fuel
cap replaced. Light off". Muffler, pipes, catalytic converter, exhaust manifold, leaks. The
4Runner has been very reliable overall except for this and other minor issues. The defect is
covered by TSB but only covered if vehicle has less than miles". Replaced pipe and muffler".
Replaced it. Rust out". After dealer's confusion for 2 weeks the clock spring, not airbag, was
replaced. Engine rebuild or replacement, cylinder head, head gasket, turbo or supercharger,
timing chain or timing belt. Engine lights came on. Code "P". Replaced injectors, coils, plugs.
Still same code. Now having head gasket replaced". Traced to head gasket leak allowing
coolant into Cylinder No. Replaced head gaskets. This is a known issue and has occurred in
thousands of the same year make and model. Toyota denies any allegation of defective parts
although they had the same issue in previous year make and model vehicles that led to a recall

years later. Also replaced radiator that was leaking and water pump prior to head gasket. The
head gasket is a known problem with the 4runner and at the 6 cylinder. There should have been
a recall on this issue but never was that I know of. No lives lost I guess". Will ultimately require
and expensive repair or engine replacement". At , miles I had the timing belt replaced per
recommendations". In the process it was discovered that the water pump was on the verge of
failing so it was also replaced, Why they used a belt rather than a chain is not reasonable". It is
the first major repair I've had on the 4 Runner". Since the outer boots see far more stress and
were in near new condition at the time the others failed, I think the material used on the inner
boots is sub par". By failure I mean the rubber boots break and the axle needs to be replaced.
Feel like it was appropriate for the year". This doesn't affect operation of the vehicle and would
be expensive to replace so it has not been repaired". I can smell it in the engine bay and I have
to add on a regular basis. The seal of the door does not seal well as I can hear noise as if the
door or widow is slightly open". Advised by service tech, squeak did not affect functionality.
Power or manual windows, locks and latches, tailgate, hatch or trunk, doors or sliding doors,
mirrors, seat controls, safety belts, sunroof, convertible top. Could get it fixed, but likely quite
expensive". Sunroof drains stop up a lot. Cost is prohibitive to repair or replace. Debris
clogging up sunroof drain". Had it fixed two years ago and now will need to replace the entire
tailgate". Would not communicate with dash controls". Gear selector or linkage, leaks,
transmission computer, transmission sensor or solenoid, clutch adjustment, rough shifting,
slipping transmission. A dealer's mechanic had to crawl under and "unstick" the drive train".
When started, there was significant loss of transmission fluid, and vehicle had to be towed to
Toyota dealer for repair. Bluetooth , voice control commands, steering wheel controls, portable
music device interface e. May simply be light behind that is burn out. I have not had it looked at
yet". Doesn't reliably lower or raise volume on all aspects of the radio i. Accessory belts and
pulleys, engine computer, engine mounts, engine knock or ping, oil leaks. This caused the
engine to randomly go to idle during accel. If I had". It was leaking oil at timing belt cover".
Replaced them". Had to remove everything in that area to get to the leak. Cruise control, clock,
warning lights, body control module, keyless entry, wiper motor or washer, tire pressure
monitor, interior or exterior lights, horn, gauges, 12V power plug, remote engine start, alarm or
security system. Vehicle had to be towed and alternator replaced". Got five years on last one".
Radiator, cooling fan, antifreeze leaks, water pump, thermostat, overheating. Replaced radiator.
Replaced it". Transmission rebuild or replacement, torque converter, clutch replacement.
Reactivate now to get the information you were looking for! If you feel you have received this
message in error, please view our customer care FAQs or access your account information
here. Sign In. Become a Member. Remember Me. Not a member? Need further assistance?
Please call Member Services at Unlock Ratings. New Used Toyota 4Runner Change Vehicle. The
4Runner is among the best off-road-ready SUVs in this price range. Despite retaining a
body-on-frame construction, the 4Runner rides better than some car-based SUVs. While its
cabin is very roomy and quiet, the 4Runner doesn't provide the nimble, carlike handling of
car-based models. Still, it is sound and secure. Side- and curtain-airbags are standard. There
are 5 recalls on this vehicle. Learn More. Overall Reliability. Most Common Trouble Spots.
Common Trouble Spot. See all Potential Trouble Spots. View Recalls. Worse Better. Overall
Reliability Verdict. Engine Major. Engine Minor. Engine Cooling. Transmission Major.
Transmission Minor. Drive System. Fuel System. Electric System. Climate System. Body
Integrity. Body Hardware. Power Equipment. In-car Electronics. Show More Trouble Spots.
Show Fewer Trouble Spots. Based on information received from our latest subscriber survey for
about , vehicles, our reliability history charts give you a rundown on how through vehicles are
holding up in 17 potential trouble spots, ranging from the engine, transmission, and brakes to
power equipment and the electrical system. NA indicates that we did not receive a large enough
sample size to provide data for a specific year. An X indicates that the vehicle was not
manufactured for a specific year. What Owners Say. Then they said the front disc brakes
needed replacing and in replacing them they said the caliper "froze" on one side and it"
Deborah J. This is common and well documented on the Internet in areas that use road salt in
the winter, Toyota refuses to address the problem" Steven M. Replaced" Stephen N. Replaced
the calipers" Stephen N. Second set of aftermarket rotors had to be replaced due to premature
failure of aftermarket calipers" Anonymous, MD Toyota 4Runner SR5 4. Ball joints "We had to
replace the CV joint because it completely degraded. Had it replaced, no problems since" Daniel
C. Most of us, me included, abandon this system due to cost and it being a useless
"technology" add to a great ve" Michael W. Toyota paid half the cost due to premature failure"
Tonya C. Something to warn others about" Michael W. I replaced this once already but the
replacement light part is now not working either" Anonymous, VA Toyota 4Runner Sport 4. I
asked about how much it would be to fix it, and I don't remember the exact amount, but it was in

the hundreds of dollars" Anonymous, GA Toyota 4Runner Limited 4. Right now my strategy is
just to recharge the air conditioning every 4 to 6 months until it gets worse" Anonymous,
Toyota 4Runner Limited 4. Toyota Shop did not properly affix hoses" Louie G. Had to replace"
Jim M. After driving the 4Runner for 2 weeks, I took the vehicle back to the mechanic and he
could not see where the dye had leaked" Michael H. The paint over wheel wells are fading bad"
Nancy L. The top of the exterior mirrors paint has lost most of its color" Douglas M. The frame
is exhibiting sections that indicate sections may flake off" Douglas M. Apparently, this is an
ongoing problem with 4Runners with a V-8 engine" Carolyn M. Light off" Daniel J. Replaced
pipe and muffler" Daniel C. Now having head gasket replaced" Michael B. No lives lost I guess"
Stephen N. In the process it was discovered that the water pump was on the verge of failing so
it was also replaced, Why they used a belt rather than a chain is not reasonable" Anonymous,
TX Toyota 4Runner Sport 4. Since the outer boots see far more stress and were in near new
condition at the time the others failed, I think the material used on the inner boots is sub par"
Anonymous, WI Toyota 4Runner Limited 4. Feel like it was appropriate for the year" Garrett O.
This doesn't affect operation of the vehicle and would be expensive to replace so it has not
been repaired" B C. Air or water leaks "have not been able to tell where I am losing antifreeze
from. The seal of the door does not seal well as I can hear noise as if the door or widow is
slightly open" Wesley W. Locks and latches "one door lock not responding to remote for past
two years. Would not communicate with dash controls" J W. A dealer's mechanic had to crawl
under and "unstick" the drive train" Jon A. Display screen difficult to see "LCD display is half
blank. Engine computer "Service department reprogrammed the computer to have brake system
to over ride the accel without notifiying me. Alternator "Alternator failed while driving. Got five
years on last one" Michael B. Antifreeze leaks "Radiator leak. Transmission rebuild or
replacement "transfer case was replaced. See All Trouble Spots. Compare Models. Similar Cars.
Chevrolet TrailBlazer. Ford Explorer. Honda Pilot. Toyota 4Runner. This score shows whether
the model had more or fewer problems overall than the average model of that year, calculated
from the total number of problems reported by subscribers in all 17 trouble spots. If damaged,
the copper strand heating element may short circuit, increasing the risk of a fire. Read Recall
Details. The electrical wiring in the seat heaters may be damaged when the seat cushion is
compressed. What should you do:. SET will notify owners, and dealers will disconnect the seat
heaters, free of charge, and refund the purchase price of the seat heater accessory. The recall
began on July 14, Owners may contact SET customer service at Potential Number of Units
Affected: Hide Recall Details. If the side curtain-shield-air bags deploy unexpectedly, it can
increase the risk of occupant injury. The affected vehicles have an air bag control module that
may be improperly programmed, causing the side curtain-shield-air bags to deploy
inadvertently. Toyota will notify owners, and dealers will replace the air bag control module with
one that has improved programming, free of charge. The recall began on December 1, Owners
may contact Toyota customer service at Show More. Check Vehicle for Unrepaired Recalls.
Recall Look-up. Change Vehicle. Ready to Shop Local Inventory? Select Another Vehicle. More
From Consumer Reports. Make a Donation Newsletters Give a Gift. You no longer have digital
access to ratings and reviews. The Toyota 4Runner is a compact, later mid-size sport utility
vehicle produced by the Japanese manufacturer Toyota and sold throughout the world from to
present. The original 4Runner was a compact SUV and little more than a Toyota pickup truck
with a fiberglass shell over the bed, but the model has since undergone significant independent
development into a cross between a compact and a mid-size SUV. For Southeast Asia the Hilux
Surf was replaced in by the similar Fortuner , which is based on the Hilux platform. The 4Runner
came in at number five in a study by iSeeCars. The 4Runner had 3. The Trekker was one of the
first prototype walk through conversions done to Toyota trucks in the early s. They were similar
to the successive 4Runner conversions done by Toyota, which started production in , but were
designed and built by Winnebago Industries with the approval of Toyota. The Trekker was
produced from early through The Trekkers were all built on the short wheelbase Hilux chassis.
Originally there were to be a SR5 and Deluxe version of the Trekker, one with vented windows
and one without. All Trekkers had vented canopy windows. Non-vented canopy windows were
not installed on the Trekker until the model year. Unvented windows were installed due to
leaking issues of a forward facing vent on the Trekkers canopy windows rather than the
equipment level. The trucks destined for production as Trekkers were shipped to the dealership
handling the national distribution of the Trekker. From there they went to Winnebago to have
the Trekker conversion installed, returned after completion to the dealership for national
distribution. Most of the Trekker conversions sold went to the west coast of the United States.
The Trekker conversion consisted of a fiberglass tub, bed sides, a non-removable canopy and
rear hatch. The kit included a folding rear seat that could be folded forward to lay flat and add
cargo space to the back. There was no tailgate on the Trekkers. The factory Toyota vinyl cab

headliner was replaced and matched to the custom rear canopy headliner. About of the
Trekkers were built and sold in the United States. An additional unknown number of Trekker
kits, likely less than , were shipped to Canada to be installed on Canadian trucks at the
dealerships. The Hilux had undergone a major redesign in for the model year. Changes included
the removal of the panel with integrated rear window from behind the front seats, the addition of
rear seats, and a removable fiberglass canopy. The implementation was borrowed from both the
second generation Ford Bronco , and the Chevrolet K5 Blazer , both short-bed trucks with
removable fiberglass shells over the rear sections and having bench seats installed in the back.
In that sense, all three vehicles were more than simply conventional pickup trucks with a
fiberglass shell included. Thus, the first generation is nearly mechanically identical to the
Toyota Hilux. All first generation 4Runners had two doors and were indistinguishable from the
pickups from the dashboard forward. Nearly all changes were to the latter half of the body; in
fact, because the rear springs were not upgraded to bear the additional weight from the rear
seats and fiberglass top, these early models tended to suffer from a sagging rear suspension.
For this first year March to July production , all models were equipped with black or white
fiberglass tops. An SR5 trim package was offered that upgraded the interior: additional gauges,
better fabrics, and a rear seat were standard with the package. All models were equipped with
the carbureted 2. Additionally, rear seats were available in all 4Runner trim levels, not just the
more upscale SR5. Track width was also increased by three inches. These changes made the
trucks more comfortable on-road, and improved stability and handling. The new suspension
also increased the space in the engine compartment necessary to fit larger engines, such as the
V6 introduced in but arguably decreased the truck's off-road capabilities. The North American
specification Toyota Pickup also adopted this new suspension, but the regular Hilux for other
markets at this point retained the more rugged and capable, if less refined, solid axle
configuration. Tops were color-matched on blue, red and some gold models, while other body
colors were still sold with black or white tops. A turbocharged version of the 22R-E engine the
22R-TE was also introduced in , although this engine is significantly rarer than the base 22R-E.
It appears that all turbocharged 4Runner models sold in the US were equipped with an
automatic transmission , though a five-speed manual could still be ordered in the turbocharged
pickups. Most turbocharged 4Runners were equipped with the SR5 package, and all turbo
trucks had as standard a heavier rear differential later used in the V6 model. Low-option models
had a small light in the gauge cluster to indicate turbo boost, while more plush vehicles were
equipped with an all-digital gauge cluster that included a boost gauge. Turbocharged and
naturally aspirated diesel engines were also available in the pickups at this time as well, but it
appears that no diesel-powered 4Runners were imported to the United States. During to many
4Runners were imported to the US without rear seats. With only two seats the vehicle could be
classified as a truck rather than a sport vehicle and could skirt the higher customs duties
placed upon sport and pleasure vehicles. Most had aftermarket seats and seat belts added by
North American dealers after they were imported. In , the 22R-E engine was joined by an
optional 3. This engine was significantly larger and more powerful although not as reliable as
the original 4-cylinder offering. Trucks sold with the V6 engine were equipped with the same
heavy duty rear differential that was used in the turbocharged trucks, as well as a completely
new transmission and transfer case; the transfer case was chain driven, although considered
less rugged, created less cab noise than the old gear-driven unit used behind the four-cylinder
engine. An engine which was not used in the US market and rarely in the Japanese domestic
market pickups was the 3Y engine, which was used in place of the 22R engine in New Zealand
models, followed more rarely by the 4Y 2. This was a decision by Toyota New Zealand to reduce
parts required to be stocked by dealers as no other Toyotas sold in New Zealand at the time
utilised the R series engines. Small cosmetic and option changes were made in for the model
year, but the model was left largely untouched in anticipation of the replacement model then
undergoing final development. Toyota issued a second generation of Hilux Surf and 4Runner in
for the model year. It represented a fundamental departure from the first generation model.
Instead of an enhanced pickup truck with fiberglass cap, the new 4Runners featured a freshly
designed, full steel integrated body mounted on the existing frame. However, the 4Runner did
remain virtually identical to the Hilux from the B-pillars forward. It also gained an all new coil
spring rear suspension system, which unfortunately proved to be just as prone to sagging as
the leaf springs on the rear of the previous models. Nearly all second generation 4Runners were
four-door models; however, from launch in to May , a two-door model was also produced. These
models are similar to the four-door models of the time in that the bodies were formed as a
single unit, instead of the fiberglass tops used in the first generation 4Runners. Two-door cars
of the second generation are extremely rare. US sales ended in August , but it continued to be
available in the Canadian market through , and Japan until May Because the drive train was still

developed from the same source, the available engines and drivetrains were identical to the
corresponding Hilux. The new 4Runner used the independent front suspension that had been
developed on the previous generation. The older style gear driven transfer case was phased out
on the V6 models and they now had a chain driven case. The older gear driven case was
retained on the 4-cylinder models. The Hilux Surf version for the Japanese market was also
available with a range of diesel engines, including a 2. Small numbers were also made with a
normally aspirated 2. Most other full-body SUVs produced at the time e. Nissan Pathfinder ,
Ford Explorer featured tailgates that opened upward with the glass closed. In contrast, the
second generation 4Runner carried over the retractable-glass tailgate from the first generation.
Opening these tailgates requires first retracting the rear window into the tailgate and then
lowering the tailgate much like as on a pickup truck. In for the model year, the 4Runner received
minor cosmetic updates, including one-piece front bumpers and modular headlamps instead of
the increasingly outdated rectangular sealed beams. This facelift distanced the 4Runner
somewhat from the Hilux pickups which did not receive the same cosmetic changes. At this
time a wide-body version was introduced featuring extended wheel arch flares along with wider
wheels and tires. Additional cosmetic changes occurred between and , the last year of the
second generation. The first and second generation 4Runners were both targeted as unsafe
SUVs. In most areas, there was little more than two pieces of sheet-metal and the window to
keep incoming vehicles from impacting passengers. The crash test rating for the second
generation 4Runner was one star for the driver's side in a frontal collision while the passenger
side received a 4-star rating. Later, more strict crash regulations mandated doors that offered as
much protection as passenger car doors. In the United States, the and model years added
side-impact beams in the doors. Airbags for both the driver and passenger were added in model
year. Developed under chief Masaaki Ishiko from to under the project code T, in late for the
model year a significant redesign of the 4Runner was introduced, with an all-new body shell on
an all-new chassis. Though it shared many parts, including engine and transmission, with the
new Tacoma , the body and chassis were unique for the first time. Despite moving upmarket
with the rest of the mid-size SUV market, the new 4Runner differentiated itself by retaining the
rugged off-road character its competitors were sacrificing for highway comfort. The third
generation 4Runner featured new engines shared with the first generation Toyota Tacoma
pickup trucks:. Significant changes from the second generation models include a larger body
on a longer wheelbase, increased interior space, increased cargo space, dual airbags, ABS ,
lift-up tailgate, coil-spring suspension all around, rack and pinion steering, and aerodynamic
contour designed glass headlights. Additionally, Hilux Surf versions immediately moved to inch
wheels and gained a center differential, enabling the use of four-wheel drive on hard surfaces
without complication for the first time. The prior system was retained to give on-the-fly shifting
between rear- and four-wheel drive as before. The new 4Runner was also available with a
factory installed selectable electric locker in the rear differential, a first for the 4Runner but
available since in the Toyota Land Cruiser. The model year received a few minor updates,
including the addition of a color keyed cargo cover. The model year remained largely
unchanged, save for a few changes in the electronics. More ergonomic switch control panels
and a newly designed 4 spoke steering wheel, which also necessitated a redesign of the airbag
system. For the model year there were both major cosmetic and interior enhancements. A new
"fat lip" bumper was designed to allow for an extended crush zone on the front of the frame, as
well as new multi-parabola style headlights, projector style fog lamps, and updated side marker
lights and front turn signals. Vehicles with "Limited" and "Highlander" later called "Sport
Edition" trim received color-keyed running boards, front and rear bumpers, mud flaps and
flares. The ergonomics of the interior was completely changed, moving all the controls to the
center of the dash for the rear window, and defrost, it also received a new instrument panel with
a digital odometer. The Limited trucks also received a brand-new electronic temp control, and
upgraded stereo. The multimatic transmission became available as an option for 4WD 4Runners
for , giving the option of AWD operation. The model year received new transparent tail lights
and new front grille design. The wheels were also changed to a five-spoke design rim. Limited
models received newly designed five spoke wheels as well, however different from SR5 and
base model. Also included was a new, sleeker side view mirror design. SR5 and base model
4Runners also have redesigned climate control units utilizing 3 knobs and 2 buttons, contrary
to the model's 2 sliders and 2 knobs. The optional e-locker for the rear differential was dropped
in The model year can be distinguished from the rear by their chromed lift gate exterior trim that
encompasses the license plate. The fourth-generation 4Runner incorporated serious changes to
the chassis and body of the vehicle, but was targeted at approximately the same demographics
as the third generation. Based on the Land Cruiser Prado series, the new 4Runner retained the
same basic exterior styling themes, and was still marketed as a mid-size semi-luxury SUV with

off-road capabilities. An all-new LEV certified 4. The 4Runner first entered dealer showrooms in
October for the model year. When it was first introduced the SR5 and Sport Edition models used
gray plastic cladding and bumpers. Sport models also featured a non-functional hood scoop.
The front suspension used a double wishbone while the rear is a solid rear axle type. The
4runner continued to use a body on frame construction design and a solid rear axle for strength
and durability compromising interior room and on-road handling. Toyota's other mid-size SUV,
the Highlander is a crossover which is not designed for off-roading. The optional 4WD systems
were full-time on V8 models while "Multi-Mode" or part-time on V6 models, both systems used a
lockable Torsen center differential. The X-REAS system links the dampers diagonally by means
of hydraulic hoses and fluid using a mechanical center valve which reduces body roll during
hard cornering. All 4runners were equipped with skid plates for the engine, transfer case, and
fuel tank to prevent damage during off-roading. The Hill-Start Assist Control HAC system
prevents the 4runner from rolling backwards on inclines and a Downhill Assist Control DAC,
4WD only modulates the brakes and throttle automatically without driver inputs for smooth hill
descents at very low speeds, both electronic aids are standard on 4WD models. Major standard
features included a tilt and telescoping steering wheel , remote keyless entry , single zone
automatic climate control, power driver's lumbar support, power rear tailgate window, and on
V8 models a tow hitch receiver bolted directly to the rear frame crossmember. Options included
HomeLink , an electrochromic auto-dimming rearview mirror , power moonroof, third row
seating, a DVD-based navigation system loses in-dash CD changer , a speaker JBL Synthesis
stereo, and rear seat audio. An optional backup camera system on Limited models used two
cameras mounted on the interiors D-pillars to give a wider view when backing up. Some trim
levels get two mirrors mounted on the interior D-pillars just inside the rear hatch. In with the end
of this generation, Toyota Japan ceased production of the Hilux Surf, leaving only the 4Runner
available in the subsequent model series. All 4Runners came with Toyota's Star Safety System
which includes anti-lock brakes , electronic brakeforce distribution , brake assist , traction
control and Vehicle Stability Control. Side torso airbags for the front rows as well as side
curtain airbags for the front and rear rows were optional on â€” models and became standard
on models. The Insurance Institute for Highway Safety rated the 4Runner as "Good" overall in
the frontal offset crash test, "Good" overall in the side impact test on vehicles with side airbags,
and the 4Runner received a "Poor" rating for rear impact protection. It is available in 3 trim
levels, 2 of which were available previously. The new Trail Edition is only available as a 4WD.
The 4. In for the model year , the 4Runner received a facelift, consisting of revised front and rear
fascia with projector headlamps and clear-lensed, LED tail-lamps, as well as other minor
exterior cosmetic changes. The interior was also updated, with soft-touch door trim,
leather-wrapped steering wheel and shift knob, revised dashboard and center stack, and the
inclusion of Toyota's Optitron instrument cluster as standard across all trim levels. Brake lines
were upgraded for improved pedal feel, and electronic Trailer Sway Control programming
included. No driveline changes were made. All model year 4Runner models are powered by a 4.
It is mated to a five-speed automatic ECT transmission. All United States models received the
Entune touchscreen infotainment system with a 6. Only the Limited model featured a standard
JBL premium amplified audio system. These trim levels share the same mechanical
functionality of the former Trail edition, but add aesthetic differences and TRD badging to
differentiate themselves from the base model. They do not share the same suspension as the
TRD Pro model. In for the model year , Toyota began offering a 'Nightshade' package based on
the Limited trim which blacks out badging, lower front and rear fascia, wheels, and portions of
the interior. The system was previously only available on Limited models, where it remains
standard equipment. Most models also feature standard GPS navigation. From Wikipedia, the
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LCCN : sh Table of Contents. Welcome to the growing group of value- conscious people who
drive Toyotas. We are proud of the advanced engineering and. This Owner's Manual explains
the operation of your new Toyota. Please read it thoroughly and have all the occupants. Doing
so will help you enjoy many years of safe and trouble- free motoring. When it comes to service,
remember that your Toyota dealer knows your vehicle very well and is interested in your
complete. Your Toyota dealer will provide quality maintenance and any other assistance you
may require. If there is not a Toyota dealer near you, please call the following number:. Please
leave this Owner's Manual in this vehicle at the time of resale. The next owner will need this
information also. All information and specifications in this manual are current at the time of
printing. However, because of Toyota's policy of. Please note that this manual applies to all
models and explains all equipment, including options. Therefore, you may. Please access our
websites for further information. All rights reserved. This material may not be reproduced or
copied, in whole or in part, without the written permission of Toyota. This material may not be
reproduced or copied, in whole or in part, without the written permission of Toyota Motor
Corporation. You must follow these warnings carefully to avoid possible injury or damage. Page
4: Event Data Recorder Toyota recommends you to read the provisions in Section D Engine
speed 1- 3 carefully and refer to them as needed during your time D Whether the brake pedal
was applied or not of ownership of this vehicle. Page 7 Toyota Toyota A wide variety of nongenuine spare parts and accessories The spark ignition system in your Toyota meets all
require- for Toyota vehicles are currently available in the market. Page 8 As the installation of a
mobile two- way radio system in your vehicle could affect electronic systems such as fol- lows,
be sure to check with your Toyota dealer for precau- tionary measures or special instructions
regarding installa- Tires and loading on your tion. Page 9 In addition, this vehicle shop or by
your Toyota dealer before you dispose of your has a higher ground clearance and center of
gravity than vehicle. This check is done approximately five hours after the engine is turned off.
So you may hear sound coming from under- neath the luggage compartment for several
minutes. It does not indicate a malfunction. Instrument cluster overview. Side vents 2. Side
defroster outlets 3. Instrument cluster 4. Center vents 5. Personal lights 6. Electric moon roof
switch 7. Garage door opener 8. Auxiliary boxes 9. Glove box Automatic transmission selector
lever Telescopic steering lock release lever Parking brake pedal Window lock switch Power rear
view mirror control switches Rear console box 1. Power outlet 12 VDC 2. Instrument panel light
control dial 2. Headlight, turn signal and front fog light switches 3. Audio remote control
switches 4. Wiper and washer switches 5. Power back window switch 6. Ignition switch Cruise
control switch Hood lock release lever Fuel filler door opener Roll sensing of curtain shield
airbags off switch Center differential lock switch Power outlet main switch Trip meter reset
button 4. Speedometer 7. Engine coolant temperature gauge 2. Tachometer 5. Fuel gauge 8.
Odometer and two trip meters 3. Service reminder indicators and 6. Low fuel level warning light
9. Engine immobilizer system. Page Keys When using a key containing a trans- 1. Master keys
black â€”These keys work ponder chip, observe the following in every lock. Your Toyota dealer
will precautions: need one of them to make a new key with a built- in transponder chip. Page
Engine Immobilizer System Toyota dealer. Operation is subject to the following two conditions:
For your Toyota dealer to make you a new key with built- in transponder chip, 1 this device may
not cause harmful your dealer will need your key number interference, and 2 this device must
and master key. Page 26 If you lose your transmitter, contact your Do not leave the transmitter
in places Toyota dealer as soon as possible to Locking operation where the temperature
becomes high avoid the possibility of theft, or an acci- such as on the dashboard. Page 27 For
Toyota dealer. For details, contact your Toyota position. Operation is subject to the Increase the
separation between the Class B digital device, pursuant to Part following two conditions Page
30 1. Using a coin or equivalent, open the ponents. Replace the transmitter battery by follow-

ing these procedures Page 31 After replacing the battery, check that the transmitter operates
properly. If the trans- mitter still does not operate properly, con- tact your Toyota dealer.
Remove the discharged transmitter bat- 3. Put in a new transmitter battery with tery by ballpoint
pen. Page Side Doors This double key turning operation to un- lock all the side doors and back
door can be changed to a single key turning opera- tion. For details, contact your Toyota deal
Page 33 The doors front side. To unlock: Push the switch down on the Toyota strongly
recommends that all rear side. Page 34 This unlocking protection with the power door lock
switch can be disabled. When the child- protector is locked, you cannot open the rear door by
the inside door handle. Close all doors and turn the ignition 1. Normal operation: The window
moves as long as you hold the switch. To open: Lightly push down the switch. To close: Lightly
pull up the switch. The windows can be operated with the Automatic operation: Push the switch
switch on each side door. Page 38 Make sure that the window opens and closes automatically. If
the power window cannot operated properly, have checked by your Toyota dealer. The jam
protection function may Page Power Back Window Toyota dealer. Page 41 This door key linked
function can be dis- be operated. For details, contact your Toyota dealer. Jam protection
function: During closing operation, the window stops and opens half way if something gets
caught between the window and window frame. Page Back Door Toyota dealer. Use the window
lock switch closed. If the battery is disconnected or run to prevent them from making unexdown, the back door does not open after pected use of the switch. This not only keeps the
luggage from being thrown out but also prevents ex- haust gases from entering the ve- hicle.
Careful attention is needed so as not to get your fingers trapped as the back door automatically
closes when it has not been fully closed. When the system is set, the indicator light will start
flashing again. After making sure the indicator light starts flashing, you may leave the ve- hicle.
These ways cancel the system at the To open the fuel filler door, pull the 2. To remove the fuel
tank cap, turn lever. Page Electric Moon Roof Make sure the cap is tightened securely. Sliding
operation The indicator lamp goes off after driving several times. If the indicator lamp does not
go off, contact your Toyota dealer as soon as possible. To Key off operation: If both front doors
are switch beside the personal lights. Page 50 If the moon roof can- small child alone in your
vehicle, not be operated properly, have it checked especially with the ignition key still by your
Toyota dealer. Front seats. Although vehicle designs vary, upright, sit well back in the seat and
prop- CAUTION many drivers can achieve the erly wear the seat belts provided. Then slide the
seat to the desired the moving parts. The seat belts pro- vide maximum protection in a frontal or
rear collision when the driver and the front passenger are sitting up straight and well back in the
seats. If you are reclined, the lap belt may slide past your hips and apply re- straint forces
directly to the abdomen After putting back the seat, pushing the seat and seatback for- ward
and rearward to make sure it is secured in place. Lower the head restraint to the lowe- 2. Swing
the bottom cushion up by 3. Push the lock release button and st position. Each bottom cushion
can be swung up This will enlarge the luggage compartment separately. Then lean back to the
desired who do not exceed cm 59 in. Stow the third seat belt buckles as 1. Lower the head
restraint to the low- shown in the illustration. Unlock the seat leg by pulling the 3. Stow the seat
leg in the back of the 4. Remove the seat anchor covers from handle behind the seat, and swing
seat cushion. Take the holding strap the back of the seat cushion, and the whole seat up and
sideward. Unlock the seat leg by pulling the through the hanger. Lower the head restraint to the
low- whole seat up. Remove the cover and push the seat 4. Remove the seat anchor covers from
lock release lever outward to unlock the back of the seat cushion, and the seat lock, then pull
up the whole install them over the seat anchors. Remove the seat anchor covers from the floor
and install them in the back of the seat cushion. Hold the seat and engage the seat striker to the
seat lock, then place the seat on the floor. To prevent personal injury in a colli- sion or sudden
stop: Do not sit on or place anything on the folded seatback while driving. To raise: Pull it up.
Adjust the center of the head re- To lower: Push it down while pressing the straint so that it is
closest to the lock release button. Page 74 It also may normally, immediately contact your lock
if you lean forward too quickly. A Toyota dealer. Do not use the seat slow, easy motion will
allow the belt to until the seat belt is fixed, because extend, and you can move around freely.
Keep the lap belt positioned as low on hips as possible. The belt should be kept away from your
neck, but not falling off your shoulder. Failure to do so could reduce the amount of protection in
an accident and cause serious injuries in a collision. Page 77 Toyota dealer free of charge.
Please contact your local Toyota dealer to order the proper required length for the extender.
Bring the heaviest coat you ex- pect to wear for proper measurement and selection of length.
Page 79 Toyota dealer. Do not use the seat tractors so that the belts snugly restrain until the
seat belt is fixed, because the occupants. Type A The seat belt pretensioner system con- sists
mainly of the following components Page 81 When the seat belt pretensioners are acti- sult in
death or serious injury. Con- interfere with proper operation of the vated, an operating noise

may be heard sult your Toyota dealer about any seat belt pretensioners some and a small
amount of non- toxic gas may repair and modification. Page 82 It goes off after about 6 seconds.
This or seat belt pretensioners. Contact your means the seat belt pretensioners are Toyota
dealer as soon as possible. Page 84 The SRS front airbags will deploy if the The driver and front
passenger can child restraint system. Toyota severity of the impact is above the de- be killed or
seriously injured by the strongly recommends that all in- signed threshold level, comparable to
an Page 86 These Toyota strongly recommends that: are usually in the nature of minor burns
The front airbag sensors constantly moni- or abrasions and swelling, but the force of The driver
sit as far back as pos- tor the forward deceleration of the vehicle. Page 88 Toyota dealer. It may
dan- the front end gerously interfere with the SRS front z Repairs made on or near the front
airbags operation. In the following cases, contact your Toyota If any of the following conditions
occurs, dealer as soon as possible: this indicates a malfunction of the airbags or seat belt
pretensioners. Toyota passenger seat belt systems. To seated in the child restraint system. This
9. Airbag sensor assembly does not indicate a fire. This smoke may The SRS side airbag and
curtain shield remain inside the vehicle for some time, airbag system is controlled by the airbag
Remain properly seated with their backs upright and against the seats at all times. The curtain
shield airbags will not inflate in a vehicle rollover if this indicator light is on and you may be
killed or seriously injured. Page 98 Toyota dealer. It may dan- injury. When hang clothes, Page
99 It goes off after about 6 seconds. Contact your means the SRS side airbags and curtain
Toyota dealer as soon as possible. This system detects the conditions Any of the SRS side
airbags and cur- 1â€”4 in the table on page 92 and based Before normal driving, make sure
conforms to the size of the child, The laws of all 50 states in the U. A Infant seat B Convertible
seat C Booster seat Install the child restraint system following the instructions provided by its
manufac- turer. Never install a rear- facing child re- it interferes with the lock mecha- nism of the
front or second seats. Page 1. Run the lap and shoulder belt through 2. Fully extend the
shoulder belt to put it Contact your Toyota dealer immedi- or around the infant seat following
the in the lock mode. When the belt is ately. While pressing the infant seat firmly 4. To remove
the infant seat, press the CAUTION against the seat cushion and seatback, buckle release
button and allow the let the shoulder belt retract as far as belt to retract completely. While
pressing convertible seat front passenger seat only when it is un- firmly against the seat
cushion and avoidable. Your vehicle is equipped with a seatback, let the shoulder belt retract
front passenger occupant Page Remove the child restraint restraint system and the front pasNever install a rear- facing child re- system and contact your Toyota dealer. Fully extend the
shoulder belt to put it Contact your Toyota dealer immedi- or around the convertible seat
following in the lock mode. While pressing convertible seat 4. To remove the convertible seat,
press CAUTION firmly against the seat cushion and the buckle release button and allow the
seatback, let the shoulder belt retract belt to retract completely. The belt will Push and pull the
child restraint sys- as far as it will go to hold the convert- move freely again and be ready to
Page Always make sure the shoulder belt child from death or serious injury. The belt should be
ately. To remove the booster seat, press the Follow the procedure below for a child Use the
anchor brackets behind the rear buckle release button and allow the restraint system that
requires the use seatbacks to attach the top strap. Raise the anchor bracket. Fix the child
restraint system with the seat belt. Remove the head restraint. Latch hook onto the anchor
bracket and tighten the top strap. Replace the head restraint. Lower the anchor bracket when it
is not Follow the procedure below for a child in use. Open the anchor bracket cover. Anchor
brackets are installed for each second seat. Fix the child restraint system with 4. Lower
anchorages for the child restraint the seat belt. Widen the gap between the seat cushion and
seatback slightly and confirm the position of the lower an- chorages near the button on the
seatback. Type Aâ€”Latch the hooks of lower straps onto anchorages Take off the cover on the
seat cush- ion. Widen the slits of the seat cushion CAUTION slightly and confirm the position of
the lower anchorages near the but- When using the lower anchorages ton on the seatback. Tilt
and telescopic steering wheel. Doing so may cause the driver to mishan- dle the vehicle and an
accident may occur resulting in death or serious injuries. Doing so may cause the driver to
mishandle the ve- hicle and an accident may occur re- sulting in death or serious injuries.
Carefully check the area to the rear of the vehicle by either looking directly or using both
outside and inside rear view mirrors. Type Aâ€”Do not extend the plate at To block out glare
from the sideâ€”Swing the end of the sun visor when the down the main sun visor, remove it
from visor is in the position 1. Type Aâ€” The vanity light comes on when you slide the cover.
To prevent the battery being discharged, the light will automatically turn off when the key is
removed for 30 minutes or more. Emergency flashers. Page Headlights And Turn Signals For
details, contact your ed immediately when entering a dark tun- Toyota dealer. Automatic light
cut off system Position 1 or position 3 with the tail lights onâ€” For back. The high beam

headlights turn off details, contact your Toyota dealer. To prevent the battery from being diswhen you release the lever. For the U. This DRL system can be disabled. For Position 2â€”
details, contact your Toyota dealer. To turn on the emergency flashers, To adjust the brightness
of the instru- push the switch. Page Luggage Compartment Light 15 seconds before fading out.
The following adjustments can be made in this system. Cancelling the door key or the wireless
remote control transmitter linked opera- tion To turn on the personal lights, push the Page
Ignition Switch Light 15 seconds before fading out. For details, contact your All the side doors
and back door are Toyota dealer. Page Running Board Lights For details, contact your the light
will automatically turn off when Toyota dealer. Cancelling the door key or the wireless remote
control transmitter linked opera If the windshield wipers are off, they will operate a couple of
times after the washer squirts. Make work. Engine coolant temperature gauge. Page Fuel Gauge
Fill the fuel tank immediately. The indicator lamp goes off after driving several times. If the
indicator lamp does not go off, contact your Toyota dealer as Low fuel level soon as possible.
Do not let the indicator needle get Towing a trailer. Odometerâ€”Shows total distance the
vehicle has been driven. Two trip metersâ€”Show two different distances independently driven
since the last time each trip meter was set to zero. Do this. If parking brake is off, stop
immediately and contact Toyota dealer. Replace engine oil. Take vehicle to Toyota dealer. If
brake system warning light is also on, stop immediately and contact Toyota dealer. Close all
side doors and back door. Add washer fluid. Key reminder buzzer Remove key. It is normal if it
curs, immediately stop your vehicle at It is dangerous to continue driving turns off after a while.
Depressing the brake pedal repeatedly low. Unless the driver fastens Toyota dealer or qualified
repair shop for ate, however, until the battery is dis- the belt, the light continues flashing and
assistance. Reset the light by the brake system warning light is off , the following the procedure
below: following systems do not operate, but the This light acts as a reminder to replace Page
Open Door Warning Light Contact your The light may stay on for about 60 Depressing the brake
pedal repeatedly Toyota dealer as soon as possible to seconds after the ignition key is turned
may turn on the lights. It is normal if they service the vehicle. Page Srs Warning Light If the light
does not go off, call a of all tires including the spare tire is as buckle switch, front passenger
occupant Toyota dealer or qualified repair shop for specified on the tire and loading informaclassification system and indicator light, assistance. Page If any service reminder indicator or
warn- The following service reminder indica- ing buzzer does not function as described tors go
off after a few seconds: above, have it checked by your Toyota Engine oil replacement reminder
light dealer as soon as possible. Automatic transmission. Bring the vehicle to a complete stop.
This may 2. Page If the indicator continues to blink even if tial lock switch. There may be a
trouble in the four- wheel drive system. There may be a trouble in the Use this for greater
traction when you center differential lock system. Page If the indicator light continues to blink If
the four- wheel drive indicator light con- even if doing so, contact your Toyota tinues to blink
and the buzzer sounds dealer as soon as possible. There may be when you operate the multimode control a trouble in the four- wheel drive system. Page Traction Control System If the
indicator continues to blink even if Under certain slippery road condi- tial lock switch. There
may be a trouble power to the rear wheels cannot be in the four- wheel drive system. Page
Toyota dealer. The brake actuator temperature increases during continuous operation of the
active traction control system, the vehicle stabil Page Auto Lsd" System However, as normal
braking oper- ates when being applied, there is no prob- lem to continue your driving. In this
case, immedi- In the following cases, contact your Toyota ately stop your vehicle at a safe
place. Page Vehicle Stability Control System When replacing the tires or wheels, the brake pedal
will become hard at an contact your Toyota dealer. See earlier position than usual. Page
Downhill Assist Control System 2. In order to make full use of the en- Do not rely excessively on
the down- In the following cases, contact your Toyota gine brake, putting the transmission hill
assist control system. The downhill assist con Although the downhill assist con- trol system
does not operate, it is no The brake actuator temperature increases problem to continue your
driving. Page Hill- Start Assist Control System In the following cases, contact your Toyota Do
not use the hill- start assist con- dealer: trol system to stop the vehicle. If the contact your
Toyota dealer. Refer to the following The vehicle height is about 40 mm 1. Otherwise, the vehicle
about mm 28 in. Page Toyota dealer as soon as possible. The height control indicator lights
change as follows Page Tire Pressure Warning System If this is the case, bring your vehicle to
your Toyota dealer as soon as possible and have it checked. Page Toyota dealer tire and
loading information label. See soon as possible. Page The tires are not equipped with an air
pressure sensor. Snow tires or tire chains are used. Non- genuine Toyota wheels are used. The
sensor battery is expired. Radio waves from the air pressure sen- sor installed on the spare tire
cannot Operation is subject to the system warning light is lit, one or Class B digital device,
pursuant to Part following two conditions Page Parking Brake ID codes registered by a pedal.

For better holding power, first de- For vehicles sold in Canada Toyota dealer. If you need
sensors, press the brake pedal and hold it while purchase from a Toyota dealer. Page Toyota
deal- or tap it down for a slower speed. Each is not cancelled. To decrease the vehicle er at the
earliest opportunity. Page The indicator light does not come on. The indicator light flashes
again. The indicator light goes out after it comes on. If this is the case, contact your Toyota
dealer and have your vehicle inspected. Using your audio system. Page Reference Using your
audio systemâ€” Reference â€”Some basics This section describes some of the basic features
on Toyota audio systems. Some information may not pertain to your sys- tem. Insert only one
compact disc into slot at a time. DISC for each of the preset button. The display changes in the
order from the elapsed time to disc title track The This button is used to eject a cassette. If the
malfunction still exists, take your and select the AM band. This button is This button is
operational only in RDS display, and the message display will be operational only in FM mode.
Details of the specific switches, controls, and features are described below. Volume control
switch 2. Volume control switch Next, push either side of the track switch There must be at least
3 seconds of blank until the track you want to listen to is set. Each push changes the mode
When the front audio is turned off, the Front audio system 2. Ask your Toyota the front audio
receives a traffic an- dealer to inspect. Page 3. Pull the case out while pushing the side up. Put
in the case securely. For example, nearby buildings and terrain Station swappingâ€”If the FM
signal you The following products may not be playable on your compact disc player. The use of
such discs may damage the player or changer, or it may be impossible to eject the disc. Air flow
selector settings. Fan speed selector 2. Temperature selector 4. Air flow selector 6. Air intake
selector 7. Page If this happens, take your ve- hicle to a Toyota dealer for service. Pressing this
button once again returns the air flow mode to the last one used. Temperature selector at the
independent mode: for driver at the linked mode: for driver and front passenger 3. Temperature
selector for front passenger 6. Panelâ€”Air flows from the instrument For details about air flow
selector settings, panel vents and rear vents. Bi- levelâ€”Air flows from both the floor vents, the
instrument panel vents and rear vents. Page To turn the air conditioning off, push the button
again. If this happens, take your ve- hicle to your Toyota dealer for service. This vents the hot
air, allowing the air conditioning to cool the interior more quickly. This setting clears the For
best results, set controls as follows: â€”The inside of the windshield front view more quickly.
For automatic operationâ€” For best results, set controls as follows: On humid days, do not
blow cold air â€”For automatic operation The filter may need to be replaced if the air flow of the
air condi- tioning and heater experiences extreme reductions in operating efficiency, or if the
windows begin to fog up easily. Open the glove box. Remove the 2. Push in each side of the
glove box 3. Remove the filter case by holding screw with a Phillips- head screw- to disconnect
the claws. The use of air condi- tioning with the air filter removed may cause deteriorated
dustproof per- formance and then affect air condi- tioning performance. Remove filter from the
filter Page Break- In Period Toyota has a smaller fuel tank opening. Slowing down will allow you
to Page If you use gasohol in your Automotive manufacturers in the U. Page Three- Way
Catalytic Converters Do not drive with an extremely low vehicle in for a check- up as soon fuel
level; running out of fuel could as possible. Remember, your Toyota cause the engine to misfire,
creat- dealer knows your vehicle and its An open lubricating and cooling the inside of the Avoid
inhaling the engine exhaust. Toyota recommends that the oil A new engine consumes more oil,
since level be checked every time you refuel its pistons, piston rings and cylinder walls the
vehicle. Page Brake System 10 increase. Page Type A where in the components monitored by
Brake assist system the warning light system. Contact your Toyota dealer as soon as possible
to Traction control system service the vehicle. If one wheel begins to spin, the limited- slip
center dif- ferential transfer is designed to aid trac The purpose of these labels is to reduce the
incidence of vehicle thefts by facilitat- ing the tracing and recovery of parts from It can cause
dangerous handling charac- teristics resulting in loss of control. Section width 1. Bead size. Tire
height 2. Sidewall 1. Wheel diameter 3. Tread 2. Follow the Total 5 Front 2, Rear 3 kg lb. The
resulting figure equals the D Do not place anything on the tal weight of the occupants. Such
items may gage load capacity. How to start the engine. Apply the parking brake firmly. Page
Tips For Driving In Various Conditions To dry them, drive vehicle cautiously while lightly
pressing the brake pedal with the park- ing brake applied. If they still do not work safely, pull to
the side of the road and call a Toyota dealer for assistance. Even if the legal speed limit
suspension: If you drive through bumpy road, it is recommended that permits it, do not drive
over deep water over about mm 28 the vehicle height should be set in the Forest Service and
Bureau of mud, rock, sand, rivers, etc. Page Dinghy Towing Section 7- 3 tells you how to
visually in- spect the battery. Your Toyota dealer and Do not use your parking brake when most
service stations will be pleased to there is a possibility it could freeze. Page Trailer Towing Ask
your ing supply company, trucking company, local Toyota dealer for further details be- junk

yard, etc. The gross vehi- cle weight is the sum of weights of the unloaded vehicle, driver, passengers, luggage, hitch and trailer tongue load. Do not tow the vehicle using the Two- wheel
drive models Use only a hitch recommended by the hooked portion of the weight carrying kg lb.
Page 2 threads. The trailer ball shank must be matched to the ball mount hole diameter size.
Page Be sure to position the towing brake con- troller where it does not prevent the driver from
operating the pedal. Toyota recommends that the sub wire har- ness be stored in the glove box
when it is not in use. Page The towing connector can be also con- nected to the trailer brake
and trailer sub battery. Maintain a moderate speed on high- it easy. It will help make your
vehicle last Avoid jackrabbit starts. Get into high ways. Your power steering and brake booster
will not function with- out the engine running. Also, the emission control system operates
properly only when the engine is run- ning. If your engine stalls while driving. Then the the key
checked at your Toyota dealer. If fire hazard. If the booster battery is installed in battery will
explode if a flame or sult from battery explosion, acid burns, another vehicle, make sure the
vehicles spark is brought near. Make the cable connections in the or- c. Turn on your
emergency flashers. Turn off moving fan and engine drive belts. Read the following instructions
D Stop the vehicle on a level firm thoroughly. Raising z Do not continue driving with the vehicle
with jack improper- a deflated tire. Driving even a ly positioned will damage the short distance
can damage a vehicle or may allow the ve To remove the spare tire under the When connecting
the jack handle ex- luggage compartment: tensions, use the jack handle to tight- To remove:
Turn the joint in direction en the square head bolt. Make sure 1 until the jack is free. Insert the
end of the jack handle 2. Block the wheel diagonally op- 3. Remove the wheel ornament. The
nuts may loose and the wheels may fall off, which could cause a serious ac- cident. Front Rear
4. After making sure that no one sions and jack handle end together tension s and jack handle
end, use is in the vehicle, as the jack as shown in the illustration. Raise the vehicle high enough
8. Remove the wheel nuts and so that the spare tire can be change tires. Doing so may lead to
overtightening the nuts and damaging the bolts. The nuts may loose and the wheels may fall off,
which could cause a seri- ous accident. Adjust the air pressure to the specifi- D Do not attach a
heavily dam- Before driving, make sure all the cation designated on page in aged plastic wheel
ornament. Page Towing in this manner may be done only All modelsâ€” If towing is necessary,
we recommend on hard- surfaced roads for a short dis- you to have it done by your Toyota
tance speeds. Also, c Towing with sling type truck Page If the towing vehicle can hardly time
four- wheel drive models, unlock the move, do not forcibly continue the center differential. Tow
the vehicle as straight ahead If the engine is not running, the pow- as possible. Start the engine.
For your safety, 2. Pry up the cover with a flathead keep the brake pedal depressed. Be sure to
have the system checked by your Toyota dealer as soon as possible. Page If You Lose Your
Keys Even if you lose only one key, contact Have the registered identification numbers your
Toyota dealer to make a new key. If of your transmitters deleted from your ve- you lose all your
master keys, you cannot hicle by your Toyota dealer as soon as make new keys; Washing and
waxing your Toyota. It will do you. Proper care of your Toyota can help more harm than good to
simply wet the High ambient temperatures can cause ensure long- term corrosion prevention.
This your area. Work in the shade and wait until the may damage the air suspension. Polishing
and waxing is recommended z Do organic substances Plastic bumpers: Wash carefully. Do not
to maintain the original beauty of your Page Rain Clearing Mirrors Toyota, your local alkaline or
acid solutions for clean- Toyota dealer will be pleased to answer After wiping dirt off the mirrors
leather these could them. When the mirrors fog up cause discoloring. General maintenance.
Page Maintenance Requirements Simple instructions for how to per- or if you prefer, your
Toyota dealer will be dating this warranty. It is recom- mended that any problem you notice be
Page Does Your Vehicle Need Repairing Be on the alert for changes in perfor- If you notice any
of these clues, take your mance, sounds, and visual tip- offs that vehicle to your Toyota dealer
as soon as Check that all doors including back door indicate service is needed. Some imporpossible. In this case, your vehicle may to prepare the vehicle for re- testing. Fuse locations.
Windshield and back window washer fluid tank 2. Power steering fluid reservoir 3. Engine oil
level dipstick 4. Engine coolant reservoir 5. Engine oil filler cap 6. Brake fluid reservoir 7. Engine
coolant reservoir 4. Engine oil level dipstick 5. Fuse block 8. Page Read separate Toyota
Warranty statement for details and suggestions. This Section gives instructions only for those
items that are relatively easy for an owner to perform. As explained in Section 6, there are still a
number of items that must be done by a qualified technician with special tools. Page Funnel
only for adding coolant sion fluid, transmission nance. Remember all Toyota parts are de- could
be damaged. Checking the engine coolant level. Use Toyota approved the next oil change. Page
Checking The Radiator And Condenser If any of the above parts are extremely dirty or you are
not sure of their condi- Use of improper coolants may damage tion, take your vehicle to a
Toyota dealer. Turn the ignition switch off. If you spill some of the fluid, be sure 2. Depress the

brake pedal more than 20 to wipe it off to prevent it from dam- times until the brake pedal
resistance aging the parts or paintwork. If If cold O. Page D A greater possibility of tire damage
from road hazards 6. Install the tire valve cap. If a tire frequently needs refilling, have it checked
by your Toyota deal- High tire pressure overinfla- If a gauge and air pump are not avail- tion â€”
Driving even a short know when the tires need replace- distance can damage a tire beyond
ment. Page Otherwise, an accident same brand and have the same may occur resulting in death
or tread patterns. Toyota recommends all four tires, serious injuries. Using any other size or
type of tire or at least both of the front or rear Page Rotating Tires To equalize the wear and help
ex- Do not use tires other than those men- tend tire life, Toyota recommends tioned above. Do
not install studded tires that you rotate your tires accord- without first checking local
regulations for ing to the maintenance schedule. Do not use snow tires of different braking, as
use of chains may ad- Regulations regarding the use of tire brands, sizes, construction or tread
versely affect vehicle handling. Page Replacing Wheels When balancing your wheels, use only
at your Toyota dealer. Toyota balance weights or equivalent Do not use wheels other than the A
wheel of a different size or type may and a plastic or rubber hammer. Battery recharging
precautions. The battery produces flammable and explosive hydrogen gas. Page Battery
Recharging Precautions White door and moon roof. The location of the pull- Type A out tool is
shown in the illustration. If you are not sure whether the fuse has blown, try replacing the
suspected fuse with one that you know is good. Page Adding Washer Fluid You may use plain
water as washer fluid. Have your Toyota dealer correct it as tures range below the freezing
point, use soon as possible. Page Replacing Light Bulbs Toyota dealer. Halogen bulbs have
pressurized gas inside and require special handling. They burst shatter scratched or dropped.
Hold a bulb only by its plastic or metal case. Page If the connector is tight, wiggle it. Aiming is
not necessary after replacing the bulb. When aiming adjustment is nec- essary, contact your
Toyota dealer. Turn the bulb base counterclockwise 2. Unplug the connector while depress- 3.
Install a new bulb and connector to the front of the vehicle as shown. Use Toyota approved
Total capacity, L qt. EFI NO. ALT- S 7. ABS SOL 30 A: Anti- lock brake sys- tem, traction control
system two- wheel drive models , active traction control system four- wheel drive models , vehicle stability control system D If your vehicle will not start D If your engine stalls while driving.
Page The Toyota authorized Repair Manual is packed with literally everything you need to know
to perform your own maintenance in virtually every area of your new vehicle. Distribution
Center. Print page 1 Print document pages. Cancel Delete. Sign In OR. Don't have an account?
Sign up! Restore password. Upload from disk. Upload from URL. Toggle navigation Parts. Keep
it real. Keep it Toyota. Your Nearest Online Dealers. Charles Toyota. Shop Now. Distance:
Schaumburg Toyota. Andrew Toyota. Select a Toyota 4Runner Trim Level. Shop Exterior
Accessories. Shop Interior Accessories. Featured Parts and Accessories. TRD Radiator Cap.
All-Weather Floor Mats. TRD Oil Filter. Cargo Net, Spyder Net. Carpet Cargo Mat. PT : Carpet
Cargo Mat. Cargo Tote - Black. PT : Cargo Tote - Black. As a Toyota 4Runner owner, you know
you can depend on your 4Runner for many miles to come. Explore Toyota Parts Online and
shop an authorized dealer for all the spare Toyota 4Runner parts and accessories you need.
Nobody knows your Toyota better than we do, so trust us to pair you with tires that match your
vehicle perfectly. Legal Privacy Policy Legal Terms. Specifications, features, equipment,
technical data, performance figures, options, and color and trim are based upon information
available at time of publication, are subject to change without notice, and are for mainland U.
While every reasonable effort is made to ensure the accuracy of this data, we are not
responsible for any errors or omissions contained on these pages. Please verify any
information in question with a sales representative. All information applies to U. Would you like
to sell products for this vehicle on Amazon. Learn how. There's a problem loading this m
charger 2012
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enu right now. Learn more about Amazon Prime. Get free delivery with Amazon Prime. Back to
top. Get to Know Us. Amazon Payment Products. English Choose a language for shopping. Skip
to main content. Exterior Accessories. Mirrors Exterior Mirrors Towing Mirrors. Interior
Accessories. Amazon Music Stream millions of songs. Amazon Advertising Find, attract, and
engage customers. Amazon Drive Cloud storage from Amazon. Alexa Actionable Analytics for
the Web. Sell on Amazon Start a Selling Account. AmazonGlobal Ship Orders Internationally.
Amazon Rapids Fun stories for kids on the go. ComiXology Thousands of Digital Comics.
DPReview Digital Photography. East Dane Designer Men's Fashion. Shopbop Designer Fashion
Brands. Deals and Shenanigans. Ring Smart Home Security Systems. Amazon Subscription
Boxes Top subscription boxes â€” right to your door. PillPack Pharmacy Simplified. Amazon

Renewed Like-new products you can trust. Amazon Second Chance Pass it on, trade it in, give it
a second life.

